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The widespread lakes on the Tibetan Plateau (TP) are key components of the water cycle,
thus the knowledge of their spatial distribution and volume is crucial for understanding the
hydrological processes under ongoing climate change. Many previous studies focus on
investigating surface elevation, inundation area variations and water volume changes for
these lakes. However, how much water is stored in lakes across the TP remains relatively
unexplored. It is because of the incapacity of satellite remote sensing methods in lake
depth measurements and the high cost of field bathymetric measurement. This study
developed a low-cost approach by integrating remote sensing data and limited underwater
surveys. The observed lake areas and surface elevations generated the elevation-area
relationship. Underwater surveys were conducted to detect the potentially “maximum”

lake depths using three optimized survey routes. With the constraint of lake-bottom
elevation, the lake-bottom zone area could be estimated for calculating the lake volume.
Experiments on nine TP lakes with different size and geometric characteristics
demonstrate that the optimized survey line along the lake short axis is well balanced in
efficiency and accuracy, with an overall volume bias of 15% approximately. The proposed
hypsometric curve method coupled with the bottom elevation measurement is expected to
provide a simplified but efficient solution for estimating the lake water volume on the TP,
which could be applicable to ungauged lakes in other harsh environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Lakes play a critical part in the water cycle and provide wide-ranging ecosystem services (Pekel et al.,
2016; Busker et al., 2019; Woolway et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021b). Remote sensing observations
indicated more than 100 million lakes worldwide with uneven distribution (Verpoorter et al., 2014).
As one of the most concentrated areas of lake distribution, the Tibetan Plateau (TP) hosts more than
1330 lakes (>1 km2) in 2020, with a total area of ~5 × 104 km2 (Zhang et al., 2021a). Lakes on the TP
are highly sensitive to climate change because of minimal disturbances from human activities. Many
previous studies have examined the lake dynamics by using various remote sensing techniques (Lei
et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019a; Qiao et al., 2019b; Liu et al., 2021a;
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Cheng et al., 2022). However, the satellite remote sensing-based
studies focus on investigating variations of surface elevation,
inundation area and water storage for these lakes. Lack of the
underwater depths for most of the Tibetan lakes is a major
obstacle for calculating absolute lake volume of this region.
Thus, to answer how much water is stored in the high-altitude
deep lakes of the TP is still a very challenging task due to the harsh
environment and high cost of field investigation (Zhang et al.,
2020).

Field measurement using the onboard sonar is the most
reasonable method for generating the bathymetric map
(Bandini et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2019a; Coggins and
Ghadouani, 2019). However, the labor cost and low efficiency
limited the large-scale underwater lake surveys over the TP. To
overcome the disadvantage of the traditional survey, some
researchers attempted to derive the bathymetric map using
remote sensing technologies (Getirana et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2019b, 2020). Both the optical images and satellite altimetry
were used to derive the underwater topography of inland or
coastal waterbodies (Armon et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2022), yet being
restricted in deep or turbid water conditions (Saylam et al., 2017;
Bandini et al., 2018). Some spatial prediction and modeling
methods were gradually proposed to overcome such difficulties
mentioned above by predicting underwater bathymetry using
exposed lake-surrounding terrains (Hollister et al., 2011;
Heathcote et al., 2015; Cael et al., 2017; Getirana et al., 2018).
For example, Messager et al. (2016) developed a geo-statistical
model based on available bathymetric data of 12,150 natural lakes
to estimate the lake volume globally. This approach is believed to
derive reasonable results on a global scale. However, the
uncertainty for lake individuals varies considerably.

Given the high cost of field measurement in full coverage and
the low accuracy of the spatial prediction method for local scale,
this study aims to propose an efficient method for water volume
estimation for lakes on the TP. Inspired by the application of the
lake hypsometric curve method in monitoring lake volume
change trajectory (Yigzaw et al., 2018; Fassoni-Andrade et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2021), we tried to estimate the lake volume by
extrapolating the hypsometric curve fitting to the near-bottom
constrained by the minimized water depth surveys. The most
commonly used hypsometric curve method is to combine the
water area estimations from satellite imagery (e.g., Landsat and
MODIS) with elevations from altimetry datasets (e.g., Hydroweb,
G-REALM, and DAHITI) (Crétaux et al., 2011; Busker et al.,
2019). Recently, Li et al. (2019a) developed a novel approach to
establishing the lake elevation-area (E-A) relationship by
projecting the lidar-based elevation profile (i.e., ICESat-2) onto
the surface water occurrence generated from long-term water
classifications, and this method has been applied to the global
scale (Li et al., 2020). In this study, the hypsometric curve of the
lake E-A relationship was derived from the satellite observation of
the historically inundated areas and corresponding water levels.
Subsequently, an optimized survey line over the lake was designed
for determining the bottom depths (elevations) with limited
underwater surveys. The lake-bottom elevation was further
used for constraining the hypsometric curve to predict the
near-bottom area. Finally, after obtaining the water depth and

area of the bottom zone, the lake elevation-volume (E-V) curve
can be generated along with the estimated lake water volume.

2 STUDY AREA AND DATASET

The Tibetan Plateau is the highest and most extensive highland
worldwide, with an average elevation exceeding 4000 m above
sea leave (Chen et al., 2020). The TP is widely acknowledged as
the Asian Water Tower because more than ten large rivers
originate from the TP and adjacent mountain ranges
(Immerzeel and Bierkens, 2012), where are distributed with
about 50,000 km2 of lakes. The TP lakes are mainly concentrated
in the endorheic basin and are sensitive to climate change. Many
previous studies have investigated the long-term trend and
spatial pattern of lake dynamics over the TP (Song et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2019a). This study targets to demonstrate the
approach of estimating absolute lake volume. Three items of
criteria were considered in selecting the case lakes. First, the
bathymetric data is available for evaluating the accuracy of lake
water volume estimates. Currently, only nearly 30 lakes on the
TP have open-access bathymetry. Second, the long-term satellite
altimetry data can be accessed for deriving the lake level series.
Last, the selected lakes should be roughly representative in the
area, morphology, location, and surrounding topography. We
eventually chose nine lakes based on the above-mentioned
criteria, including Aksai Chin Lake, Bangda Co, Eling Lake,
Manasarovar Lake, Kusai Lake, Pung Co, Tangra Yumco, Taro
Co, and Zharinam Co. (Figure 1). The basic information about
the case lakes is listed in Table 1.

We collected the bathymetric maps of the nine case lakes from
the published literature, which were generated based on full-
coverage measurements using the boat-mounted depth meter.
The high-quality lake bathymetry data can provide the reference
data for the performance assessment of volume estimation. The
hypsometric curve construction requires the paired time series of
lake areas and water levels in the (near-) synchronous
measurement periods. Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI
images were employed for lake extent mapping. Lake level
series were derived from the satellite altimetry data, including
ICESat/ICESat-2 and Hydroweb dataset. In addition, the digital
elevation model (DEM), which depicts the lake surrounding
terrains, was also used. Among all the available DEMs over
the TP, MERIT, the improved version of the SRTM DEM was
selected due to its high accuracy and early acquisition time
(February 2000) (Yamazaki et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019).

3 METHODS

This study proposes a low-cost and simplified method for lake
volume estimation. As shown in Figure 2, the method includes
four main steps. First, the hypsometric curve of the “Elevation-
Area (E-A)” relationship was constructed based on the (near-)
synchronous lake area and water level series. Next, the
underwater survey was conducted along with the optimized
survey line for determining the lake bottom elevation. Then,
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with the constraint of the lake bottom, the lake-bottom area was
predicted by extending the hypsometric curve to the permanently
inundated area. Last, the year 2000 was selected as the
benchmark, and the total lake volume in 2000 can be
estimated by calculating the volume of a frustum based on the
solid geometry formula. The details of the above four steps are as
follows.

3.1 The E-A Relationship Construction
The E-A relationship is a widely-used metric for capturing the
morphologic features of lakes and reservoirs, which is
constructed by pairing up the lake areas and corresponding
elevations (water levels) information from in-situ

measurements or satellite observations. As all selected lakes
are ungauged in this study, the ICESat/ICESat-2
measurements and the altimetry data provided by
Hydroweb were jointly used for monitoring lake level
changes. Our previous studies have revealed two-generation
ICESat mission data coverage over the TP lakes (Luo et al.,
2021), among which seven study lakes are included. The long-
term change of these seven lakes was determined by
integrating ICESat/GLAH14 and ICESat-2 ATL13 version 4
data. We collected the orthometric heights in the EGM96
datum by subtracting geoid heights from ellipsoidal heights.
The other two lakes, Pung Co and Kusai Lake, have the
altimetry data provided by the Hydroweb.

FIGURE 1 | Distribution of nine selected lakes and their bathymetric data. The lakes are in order as follows: Aksai Chin Lake, Bangda Co, Eling Lake, Kusai Lake,
Manasarovar Lake, Pung Co, Tangra Yumco, Taro Co, and Zharinam Co.

TABLE 1 | Basic information of the selected lakes.

Lake
name

Latitude/
longitude

Area*
(km2)

Lake
level
(m)

Circularity Mean
slope

(1000m)

Mean
depth
(m)

Maximum
depth
(m)

In-situ
data

Aksai Chin Lake 35.21°N/
79.83°E

170.75 4846.43 0.18 2.63 9.18 20.78 Qiao et al. (2017)
287.32

Bangda Co 34.95°N/
81.56°E

109.25 4904.74 0.44 2.26 11.56 29.83 Qiao et al. (2017)
159.63

Eling Lake 34.90°N/
97.70°E

619.59 4269.67 0.31 3.47 13.08 28.89 Shen et al. (2016)
675.08

Kusai Lake 35.74°N/
92.86°E

261.47 4475.48 0.16 2.93 12.24 49.77 Jia & Liu, (2019)
327.91

Manasarovar Lake 30.68°N/
81.47°E

413.37 4585.32 0.80 4.46 35.79 70.35 Wang et al. (2013)
413.54

Pung Co 31.50°E/
90.97°E

153.91 4530.77 0.23 3.66 18.69 49.04 Zhang et al. (2021b)
175.28

Tangra Yumco 31.07°N/
86.61°E

834.23 4536.09 0.09 8.65 83.61 219.41 Wang et al. (2010)
850.45

Taro Co 31.14°N/
84.12°E

482.04 4567.74 0.22 8.07 59.39 120.07 Ma et al. (2014)
492.91

Zharinam Co 30.93°N/
85.62°E

967.77 4613.14 0.26 3.97 18.30 65.92 Wang et al. (2010)
1045.90

*We provided lake areas in 2000 and 2020, respectively. The other lake parameters were calculated based on the circa-2000 lake extent.
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According to the time slots of our obtained lake levels, we
collected the temporally corresponding images for mapping the
lake areas. We employed the Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI
images to extract multi-temporal lake inundation extents. The
common-used normalized difference water index (NDWI) was
applied in this study along with a two-step threshold
segmentation strategy to extract the water extent area based
on our previous studies (Sheng et al., 2016; Song et al., 2018).
Lake mapping was performed in the Google Earth Engine
platform, reducing the time cost of preparing the source
imagery. After generating long-term surface elevation and
surface areas, the hypsometric curves of the E–A relationship
can be derived for each lake.

3.2 Determination of the Optimized Survey
Line for Searching the “Maximum” Lake
Depth
Water-depth measurement is necessary for this method to
determine the lake-bottom elevation. However, the full-
coverage survey is not recommended due to its high cost and
low efficiency. The key step of our proposed method is to design
an optimal survey route that can go through the lake bottom zone
using limited underwater surveys. Three strategies are considered
and compared in this study, including the survey line along the

lake centerline (SLC) and optimized survey lines along the lake
long axis (SLA) or lake short axis (SSA). Lake centerline
determination is initialized by searching the starting and
ending points of the bathymetric survey, which are usually
generated from the intersection points between the lake
boundary and its bounding rectangle. The two points split the
lake boundary into two arcs. Then, the Euclidean allocation
algorithm is applied to allocate the cells to one side based on
the closest proximity. After turning proximity regions into
polygons, the lake centerline can be determined as the shared
boundary.

The underlying assumption of the SLC is that the maximum
lake depth is in the points farthest from shore. However, the
spatial heterogeneity of the lake topography may cause an
asymmetric distribution of the bathymetric map, and the
deep-water zones tend to approach the shore with steep
terrains. Thus, the lake shoreline topography is considered in
the optimization of the survey line, which is implemented by
two procedures. First, the vertical direction of each pixel along
the lake shoreline is determined by aligning its adjacent pixels
within a certain distance (ten pixels were used in this study)
(Figure 3A). Second, the gradient value for each shoreline pixel
is calculated for representing the vertical drop per mile of
longitudinal reach. The default buffer size is set to 600 m in
this study (Figure 3B) (The influences of different buffer sizes

FIGURE 2 | Workflow of the proposed method.
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will be discussed below). The generated gradient map of the lake
shoreline can indicate the difference in surrounding terrains.
Subsequently, lake cross-sections that are approximately
perpendicular to the lake’s major axis were generated. As
shown in Figure 3C, the starting and ending points split the
lake boundary into the left and right sides. Each side is further
sampled by a certain number, determining how many cross-
sections need to be generated. Each selected pixel on the left side
is connected to its corresponding pixel with the same relative
distance on the right side. After connecting the two pixels, a
cross-section is generated. The next step is to determine the
possible deepest point in each cross-section. It can be roughly
assumed that the steepness of the lake’s exposed terrains is an
extension of the inundated area within certain distances. The
elevation profile is thus generated by extending the lakeside
slope towards the underwater area. The deepest point along the
cross-section is selected as the candidate point for creating the
survey route. A distance threshold with the value of 1 km is
suggested to remove the point close to the lake shoreline. Finally,
the optimized survey line is created after connecting all the
remaining deep points.

Both the SAC and SLA are along the lake’s major axis, leading
to a great deal of survey work, especially for the long-sharp lake.
To improve the practicability of the proposed approach, whether
the underwater surveys along the short axis can ensure the
estimation accuracy is also investigated by using the SSA
strategy. The SSA is easy to generate with a two-step process.
The first step is to detect the lake-shoreline pixel with the highest
gradient value. As the underwater topography is a spatial
extension of the exposed terrains, the deepest zone of a lake is
likely to be close to the lake shoreline with the steepest
surrounding landscapes. Hence, the second step generates a
perpendicular line to the lake boundary direction. As shown
in Figure 3E, the created SSA is much shorter than SLA.
Meanwhile, its straight direction is another advantage in
practical application.

3.3 Lake Bottom Area Prediction and
Volume Estimation
Both lake-bottom elevation and the corresponding lake area are
essential for estimating the lake volume. Unfortunately, the lake-
bottom site is hard to measure with limited underwater surveys. It
is predicted using the constructed E-A relationship (Figures
4A,B) and the measured “maximum” lake depth (transferred
to lake-bottom elevation). However, the differences in lake
geometry and topography between water-fluctuated and
underwater regions may cause the uncertainty of lake area
prediction, even leading to a negative value. This study used
an alternative method by referring to the ratio between survey
length within the bottom zone and the total length. As shown in
Figure 4C, after detecting the point with the maximum depth, all
the points with a relative elevation of fewer than 1 m are labeled as
the lake bottom. The ratio of the lake-bottom area is assumed to
be approximately equal to the percentage of lake-bottom length.
Hence, the lake bottom area can be calculated by multiplying the
lake surface area and the bottom length ratio.

After obtaining the lake-bottom area and elevation
(Figure 4D), the total lake volume can be estimated by
calculating the difference value between the bottom zone and
the referenced lake extent. Although the direct calculation is not
infeasible due to the lack of lake bathymetry, we adopted the solid
geometry method assuming that a lake can be simplified as a
frustum (Abileah and Vignudelli, 2011). In this case, the volume
between two conical surfaces can be calculated using the
following equation: (eq. 1):

V � 1
3
(Href −Hbottom) × (Aref + Abottom +

�����������
Aref × Abottom

√ )
(1)

whereV is the lake volume,Href andHbottom are the water levels in the
referenced time and that of bottom area, respectively, and Aref and
Abottom represent the lake areas. The accuracy of the adopted

FIGURE 3 | Steps for generating the optimized survey lines along the major axis and minor axis. (A) Vertical angle of the center pixel (red point) is calculated using
two adjacent points (green points). (B) Gradient calculation using different buffer sizes. (C) Cross sections generation. (D) The predicted deepest points in each cross
section were used for creating the optimized survey line along themajor axis. (E) The pixel along the lake shoreline with the largest gradient value was selected to develop
the optimized survey line along the minor axis.
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hypsometric analysis has been proven by the comparationwith in-situ
measurement of lake volume change forNamCo. (Zhang et al., 2011).

As most lakes on the TP experienced a rapid expansion trend
in the 21st century, the newly inundated area can be captured by
the SRTM DEM collected in February 2000. Hence, the total lake
volume in 2000 is regarded as the benchmark data which remains
to be estimated in this study.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Measured Lake-Bottom Elevation and
Predicted Lake-Bottom Area
There are strong linear relations between lake levels and area
changes, with R2 values larger than 0.9 for all study lakes
(Figure 5). To obtain the lake-bottom area by employing the
constructed E-A relationship, a constraint value of lake depth is
necessary based on the underwater measurements with the
optimized survey lines. Both SLC and SLA are along the lake’s
major axis (Figure 6). SLA is more zigzagged and longer than the
SLC because its generation considers the influence of surrounding
topography. The depth bias is used to evaluate whether the survey
line had gone through the deepest zone. Table 2 indicates that the
SLC is generally acceptable, with a bias of less than 10% in all
cases except the Bangda Co. The SLA further reduces the depth

bias in the case of Aksai Chin Lake, Bangda Co, Kusai Lake, and
Pung Co. However, SLA even achieves a larger bias in another
four lakes (Tangra Yumco, Manasarovar Lake, and Zharinam
Co), although more complex and longer underwater surveys need
to be conducted. There is no doubt that the SSA exhibits a huge
advantage in reducing the survey work. For example, the length of
the SSA in Kusai Lake is only 4.14 km, reducing about 90% of
survey work compared with those created by SLA or SLC.
Nevertheless, the simplified survey line is challenging in
detecting the deepest area. Fortunately, most lakes agree with
the assumption that the deepest underwater area is close to the
steepest lake shoreline, except for Kusai Lake and Zharinam Co
Particularly in the case of Kusai Lake, the water depth estimated
based on SSA has an underestimation bias of 28.33%.

After deciding the lake bottom elevation, the corresponding
lake area was calculated based on the constructed E-A
relationship. The lake-bottom areas were predicted based on
the assumption that the E-A relationship within the water-
fluctuating region could be extended to the permanently
inundated area. It should be noted that the predicted lake area
cannot be accepted if the value is less than zero. In this case, the
expected bottom area was calculated using the lake surface area
and lake-bottom ratio. As shown in Table 2, such an alternative
solution was used in the case of Aksai Chin Lake, Tangra Yumco,
Kusai Lake, and Taro Co.

FIGURE 4 |Workflow for predicting the lake-bottom area (A,B) Lake extent mapping and lake level extraction are conducted to pair up E-A relationship. (C) Vertical
profile along the survey line was generated as the lowest elevation was selected as the lake-bottom elevation. (D) Lake-bottom area was predicted by using the
measured elevation and the E-A relationship.
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4.2 Estimated Lake Volumes
In this study, we calculated the lake volume of each lake based on
the circa-2000 lake map and the corresponding lake level. The
comparison of the predicted volumes among three different
survey strategies is listed in Table 3. The bias of lake volume
between referenced data derived from the lake bathymetry and
the estimated value by using the proposed method was used for

accuracy assessment. Generally, the bias of the lake volume in
most cases is less than 30%. The mean bias values of SLC, SLA,
and SSA are 22.97, %, 23.83%, and 15.99%. Although the SSA is
restricted in survey length, its performance accuracy is even
higher than the other two survey strategies. SSA achieved the
lowest bias in the case of Aksai Chin Lake, Bangda Co, Pung Co,
Tangra Yumco, and Zharinam Co. This strategy balanced well

FIGURE 5 | E-A relationship of nine selected lakes.

FIGURE 6 | The generated survey line using three different strategies. The lakes are in order as follows: Aksai Chin Lake, Bangda Co, Eling Lake, Kusai Lake,
Manasarovar Lake, Pung Co, Taro Co, Zharinam Co, and Tangra Yumco.
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TABLE 2 | Measured lake depth and predicted lake bottom area under different survey strategies.

Lake name Survey type Measured depth
(m)

Depth bias Predicted bottom
area using

E-A relationship
(km2)

Predicted bottom
area using

elevation profile
(km2)

Length of
survey line

(km)

Aksai Chin Lake SLC 19.42 6.55% <0 11.46 21.55
SLA 20.59 0.91% <0 9.17 23.21
SSA 20.76 0 <0 60.89 8.25

Bangda Co SLC 24.81 16.84% 42.34 17.44 15.46
SLA 29.82 0 27.38 5.45 17.17
SSA 24.82 16.77% 42.29 43.6 7.06

Eling Lake SLC 29.79 0 43.84 111.53 41.70
SLA 29.79 0 43.84 130.11 55.67
SSA 29.79 0 43.84 192.07 14.16

Kusai Lake SLC 48.50 2.56% <0 7.32 45.22
SLA 49.77 0 <0 7.06 50.51
SSA 35.67 28.33% <0 52.29 4.14

Manasarovar Lake SLC 70.35 0 138.62 40.51 26.58
SLA 60.37 14.19% 176.83 24.80 47.37
SSA 70.33 0.03% 138.70 45.57 14.25

Pung Co SLC 45.76 9.25% 14.62 18.63 27.65
SLA 47.03 2.27% 3.49 0.92 32.40
SSA 47.70 0.94% 1.37 18.42 8.22

Tangra Yumco SLC 208.78 6.97% 25.43 4.76 74.20
SLA 200.72 8.73% 56.65 65.07 92.81
SSA 219.36 0.25% <0 70.91 28.35

Taro Co SLC 119.85 0.22% <0 41.94 41.54
SLA 119.81 0.22% <0 74.23 49.99
SSA 96.85 19.33% <0 48.69 14.40

Zharinam Co SLC 60.39 8.38% 358.91 27.08 54.97
SLA 58.05 11.94% 384.00 46.45 76.30
SSA 46.16 29.97% 511.33 301.94 15.05

TABLE 3 | The predicted lake volumes (108 m3) and the volume bias under different survey strategies.

Lake name Lake level (m) Survey line along
long axis (SLA)

Survey line along
short axis (SSA)

Survey line along
lake centerline (SLC)

Aksai Chin Lake 4846.43 12.35 16.03 11.8
−18.99% 5.14% −22.62%

Bangda Co 4917.388 13.58 12.54 12.53
7.85% −0.45% −0.49%

Eling Lake 4269.67 65.9 65.9 65.9
−29.53% −29.52% −29.52%

Kusai Lake 4475.48 44.55 37.31 43.45
39.65% 16.96% 36.22%

Manasarovar Lake 4585.32 118.77 129.42 129.43
−19.59% −12.38% −12.37%

Pung Co 4530.77 25.34 25.68 23.53
−10.23% −9.01% −16.65%

Tangra Yumco 4536.09 596.08 661.86 609.62
−14.38% −4.94% −12.44%

Taro Co 4567.74 209.27 179.6 212.03
−27.11% −37.44% −26.15%

Zharinam Co 4613.14 261.58 227.60 267.09
47.17% 28.05% 50.27%
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between efficiency and accuracy and is strongly recommended for
determining the lake-bottom elevation in the proposedmethod. It
is worth noting the volume bias is negative for most of the lakes,
suggesting that the proposed method trends to achieve an overall
underestimation of lake volume. This phenomenon should not be
entirely ascribed to the missing of the deepest zone. For example,
all the three strategies of the water-depth survey line can search
the deepest elevation of Eling Lake. However, its water volume
estimate is still highly underestimated. It is inferred that the
unconformity between the variation of lake geometry and the
simplified processing may induce uncertainties in lake volume
estimation. Besides estimating the lake volume in 2000, the
elevation-volume (E-V) relationship was also constructed by
using ten equal interval elevations from the lake bottom to
lake level in 2000 (Figure 7). The constructed E-V
relationship can estimate the lake volume when the lake level
is below that of 2000.

This study does not attempt to extrapolate the E-V curve to
the lake level above the benchmark value obtained in 2000. As
the SRTM DEM can capture the newly exposed region, the
gained lake volume since 2000 can be calculated directly. After
adding the benchmark volume in 2000, we can estimate the
lake volume in any period with a higher lake level. Beneficial

from the available topography in the newly flooded region, the
bias of the estimated volume is likely to decline when a higher
lake level is adopted. For example, the estimated lake volume of
Zharinam Co based on the SSA strategy was obviously
overestimated in 2000, with a volume bias of 28.05%. After
experiencing a dramatic lake expansion, the estimated volume
increased from 22.76 Gt to 27.98 Gt. Meanwhile, the bias of the
estimated volume dropped to 22.77%.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Uncertainties Analysis of the Proposed
Method
To facilitate potential applications of our proposed method, we
here discuss how the lake volume estimation could be influenced,
including the buffer size in lakeside slope calculation and the
simplification of lake morphology.

Buffer size determines the width of the exposed terrains
around a lake used for calculating the shoreline gradient value.
The variation of the estimated gradient value will further lead to
different survey routes. This study suggests the default buffer size
of 600 m based on previous studies (Liu and Song, 2022). We also

FIGURE 7 | Comparations of E-V relationships between the predicted results and the reference data.
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investigate the influences of the buffer selection on the survey line
generation. As shown in Figure 8, four buffer sizes ranging from
300 to 1200 m were used to generate the survey routes by taking
Pung Co and Manasarovar Lake as examples. The generated SLA
becomes more zigzag as the increase of buffer size. It can be
explained by the potentially greater difference in topographic
relief between two sides when a large buffer size was used. The
varying buffer size could also lead to the change of detected SSA.
It should be noted that only the deepest value along the survey
routes was further used for lake volume calculation. In this case,
the variation of survey routes has little impact on the final results,
except for the generated SSA when the buffer size was set to 1200.

Another factor that may cause the uncertainty of the
proposed method is the simplified processing of the lake’s
geometric shape. In this study, the underlying assumption of
the E-A relationship application in estimating the lake-bottom
area is that the lake was approximated as a cone. However, the

spatial heterogeneity of the lake geometry between the water-
fluctuating region zone and permanently standing water region
may cause biased predictions of the lake-bottom area. We also
noticed its potential influences as the negative lake area
appeared in a few cases. Therefore, an alternative method
was adopted by calculating the ratio of bottom area to lake
surface area using the measured elevation profile. Such similar
simplification may also bring uncertainties in lake total volume
calculation. As the lake bathymetry mapping is not the target of
this study, the water volume estimation in which a cone
approximation provides the mathematics method. However,
the reported studies indicated that the lake waterbody could
be approximated by various geometric shapes such as box,
triangular prism, ellipsoid, and the cone (Khazaei et al.,
2022). The unified treatment of a cone shape has improved
the efficiency, while the oversimplification restricted its
performance for effective representation in some cases.

FIGURE 8 | The generated survey lines (in long and short axis) using four different buffer sizes (A,B) Pung Co and (C,D) Manasarovar Lake.

TABLE 4 | Comparation between the proposed hypsometric curve method and the results provided by Bathymetric method and HydroLAKES.

Lake name Method Survey length Volume (108 m3) Bias

Aksai Chin Lake Hypsometric curve 8.25 10.35 5.14%
Bathymetric method 21.55 15.04 −1.38%
HydroLAKES - 15.89 4.20%

Bangda Co Hypsometric curve 7.06 12.54 −0.45%
Bathymetric method 15.46 12.89 2.41%
HydroLAKES - 9.1 −27.72%

Kusai Lake Hypsometric curve 4.14 37.31 16.96%
Bathymetric method 45.22 33.7 5.64%
HydroLAKES - 43.49 36.33%

Mapangyong Co Hypsometric curve 14.25 129.42 −12.38%
Bathymetric method 26.58 144.65 −2.07%
HydroLAKES - 185.37 25.50%

Pung Co Hypsometric curve 8.22 25.68 −9.01%
Bathymetric method 27.65 31.50 11.62%
HydroLAKES - 18.06 −36.00%

Taro Co Hypsometric curve 14.40 179.6 −37.44%
Bathymetric method 41.54 234.32 −18.38%
HydroLAKES - 161.52 −43.74%
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5.2 Comparison With the Existing
Approaches
To better understand the characteristics of the proposed method,
a comparison with the existing approaches was further conducted
(Table 4). HydroLAKES provided the estimated lake volume
globally by utilizing the geo-statistical model based on the
connection between lake mean depth and lake surrounding
terrains (Messager et al., 2016). In this study, Zharinam Co
and Tangra Yumco were excluded from the comparison as
their volumes were collected from literature records rather
than the modeling estimates according to the data
specification in HydroLAKES. In comparison, the predicted
water volumes for the other seven lakes in HydroLAKES have
larger errors than the proposed method. Without any constraint
from underwater surveys, the HydroLAKES volume values of
Kusai Lake, Pung Co, and Taro Co’s are biased greater than 30%.
For Longmu Lake, a case not involved in this study, the estimated
volume (1.03 Gt) is even less than half of the referenced volume
(2.52 Gt).

A comparison was also conducted between this study and the
our pervious study, in which the lake bathymetry was constructed
based on the machine-learning method and the limited
underwater surveys along the lake centerline (Liu and Song,
2022). Generally, the performance of the lake volume based on
the constructed bathymetry is better, with the volume bias less
than 20% for all the selected lakes. Specifically, eight of the
selected lakes achieved a higher volume bias based on the
proposed method, except for Bangda Co. However, sufficient
underwater surveys are not feasible for all the lakes on the TP due
to the limitation of time cost and weather conditions. The
advantage of the proposed method is its minimized cost of
underwater surveys. The optimized survey line along the short
axis is likely to achieve the deepest underwater elevation at a
minimal cost. Hence, this method could effectively complement
the large-scale lake investigation in the TP or similar harsh
environments.

6 CONCLUSION

In order to overcome the challenges in lake volume estimation
over the TP, this study aims to propose an efficient method by
integrating the remote sensing data and limited underwater
surveys. Lake bathymetry, the base data for a commonly-used
method for lake volume estimation, is no longer a prerequisite in
this method. Instead, this study estimates the lake volume by
coupling the lake hypsometric curve and bottom elevation based
on the minimal field survey of water depths. The key issue of this
method is how to detect the lake-bottom zone without full-
coverage measurements. Three survey route strategies were
designed, including the lake centerline and the optimized
survey lines along the lake’s long axis and short axis. The
performances of the proposed methods were demonstrated on
nine typical lakes over the TP. Generally, the proposed method

with three survey strategies can produce acceptable estimates of
lake water volume. The mean value of the estimated bias is
approximately 20% for the three strategies. An optimized
survey line along the lake short axis is highly recommended
because its survey work is much less than the other two strategies,
with a good balance between efficiency and accuracy.

This study provides a practical approach for simplifying the
lake volume estimation and has the potential to narrow the
knowledge gap in quantifying the lake volume of the TP.
Although the uncertainties of this approach in some specific
lakes cannot be ignored, it is still a necessary supplement for the
ongoing project of lake bathymetry measurement across the TP.
In addition, this approach is promising to be applied in other
remote and data-scarce areas for investigating the lake volume
with limited filed work. A better representation of the lake
physical characteristics will provide essential information for
understanding hydrological fluxes andmanaging water resources.
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